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My interest in Japan 
 "I was born in Ploemeur, a small town in Bretagne, next to Lorient in France. I then basically spent 
my childhood in South of France (Toulon) and from 7 years old, started to move around the world 
with my family. My father was submariner in the French navy and had to move many times in his 
military career. When I was a kid, he moved to La Réunion, a French island in the Indian Ocean. We 
all stayed there for 2 years, then we returned to Metropolitan France (Paris). My family also has a 
long-standing experience of living in New-Caledonia. While travelling to/from New-Caledonia (for 5 

     years) I happened to have stop-overs in a Tokyo Airport, where TV broadcastings were puzzling 
enough to excite my curiosity. When I finally had to move out from New-Caledonia to continue my studies in France, I moved 
to Grenoble and started my courses at Ensimag (https://ensimag.grenoble-inp.fr/) one of the Engineering Schools of Grenoble-
InP group. In the 5th year (M2 Master level) as I had to perform an internship abroad, my "Japanese" dream initiated during 
my stop-overs at Tokyo Airport came back to my mind and, in the Ensimag Intranet, I found out an interesting research topic 
(at Oka-Dai), nicely matching the main features of my background: mathematical modelling, computer vision, image processing 
and machine learning". 
 
Preliminary contacts with Okayama University - Plans 
 Adrien was a Master level student when he contacted Okayama University in 2017 to initiate his international professional 
career with a 6 months research Internship. He wished to join Pr. Z. Yücel group to work on the topics  of “Navigation for social 
robotics”. After a few weeks of discussions and interviews his project was finally accepted and he landed in Okayama in 
February 2018.  

The core of the study was about designing methods to automatically get information about 
pedestrians. The work that he conducted consisted of two main parts: (i) recognition of social relation 
and (ii) detection of hand and arm gestures. For the first part, he worked on a probabilistic method 
and implemented a Bayes classifier to infer the social relation of a pair of pedestrians given their 
trajectory data. The social relation among a group was shown to have significant impact on the way 
they walk (speed, distance from one another, etc.). These observables can be used to accurately guess 
the social relation. For the second part, a method inspired from audio signal processing was derived 
to identify disturbances in the walking oscillation of the upper limbs caused by a gesture. Both studies 
resulted in papers in specialized International Journals. Basically, by identifying possible social 
interactions between pedestrians, like arms gestures for instance, an autonomous agent navigating 
the crowd could make better prediction of their motion. Indeed, similar to social relations, interactions 

have been shown to have significant impact on the group members trajectories. 
At the end of the Japanese internship, the Master thesis report was ready, and Adrien finally graduated from Ensimag in 
September 2018. 
 
 Exploring high-seas "health" conditions 
 "After graduation, I decided to take a one-year break. As I have long been an islander, I 
am very attracted to the sea, its mysteries, its wonders and nowadays its very sad suffering.....  
I thus decided to join the OceaScience team of the ExploraGyre project 
https://oceasciences.wixsite.com/oceasciences/projet. Addressing challenges of tomorrow, this is an 
exploratory sailing trip across the North Atlantic, including a scientific focus on ocean plastic 
pollution. As tremendous as it may sound, an estimated 12.7 million tons of plastic ends up 
in the oceans, and this trend is not new. At the end of the last century, we were alarmed by 
the discovery of a continent of plastic in the Pacific. Then it was the turn of the North Atlantic 
to unveil its plastic continent. 
ExploraGyre was conducted by four students from the École Normale Supérieure (Paris), one from the National Institute of 
Applied Sciences in Lyon and one from Grenoble INP - Ensimag. Our fields of activity covered Biology, Ecology, as well as Physics 
and Computer Science, four complementary and necessary disciplines to carry out our research in this quest against plastic 
pollution". 
 

Adrien Gregorj 



 On the one - dirty - hand, "thanks to this trip, we had the opportunity to assess by ourselves how serious is the situation. 
The Atlantic Ocean is huge, and when we crossed from Capo Verde to the Caribbean Islands, we spent most of the 21 days of 
the trip without seeing any other boat. Yet, not a day passed, not an hour, without spotting man-made garbage floating on the 
water (flip flops, fishing nets, plastic debris, and so on). It was sometimes subtle, and we had to look for it to see it, but it was 
there. And that is, quite literally, only the tip of the iceberg. The part that we can see and that is still floating is most probably 
only a fraction of the millions of tons of plastic that sprinkle the oceans. Recent studies have shown that even the bottom of 
the Mariana Trench, 11 kilometers below the surface, is littered with plastic. Apart from the physical threat that come with fish 
eating plastic (choking hazard, etc.), it has been shown to accumulate other polluting toxic substances that can, for instance, 
act as endocrine disruptors. 
In our study, although we had limited equipment, we could however get reliable statistical data and report that 24% of the 
collected fishes, had at least one plastic particle in gastrointestinal contents. We mostly found fibers (elongated particles, likely 
originating from larger pieces of fabric, or nets)". 
 

On the bright - cleaner - side, "we made use of this trip to try to raise awareness regarding 
the matter of the pollution of the ocean, the overuse of single use plastic, waste 
management, etc. When we had the opportunity to do so, we contacted schools and 
institutes to organize encounters with local populations to introduce our project. We mostly 
interacted with young students and pupils, as we believe that increasing their awareness of 
the situation as early as possible is a major concern. We were positively surprised by the 
level of awareness that they had and by their keenness at making a difference. Stories of 
children scolding their parents for littering made us confident that behavior changes are 
possible and that they can spread quickly if people understand and witness the situation by 

themselves. For this reason, we organized beach cleaning events, which provided people with an opportunity to really realize 
the magnitude of the disaster". 
 
 Ground landing 
 "After this marine break, I went back to Paris, for a drastic change in lifestyle. From Sept 2019 to Sept 2021, I spent 2 years 
in a company in Paris (a startup called Deepomatic), bringing machine learning and computer vision to industrial applications. 
I mostly worked on a solution to do real-time analysis of pictures takes by telecom technicians during the installation of internet 
fiber in private households, to assist them and ass the conformity of their work. This was a great 
work experience, and I had the opportunity to tackle extremely challenging problems with 
talented people. Nevertheless, the Need for Japan (like Sabouret’s book) was still very strong 
(and getting stronger, especially in the light of the successive lockdowns and a planned trip to 
Japan being cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic) and I got back in contact with Pr. Yucel 
to plan a 3 year experience as a Ph-D student in her lab. 
After it was decided that I would enroll as a doctoral student, I went on to look for ways to 
economically sustain my research. I applied to various fellowships and scholarships, and after some disappointments (I was 
rejected from MEXT at the final stage of the application process), I was recruited as JSPS fellow. This meant that I would have a 
monthly allowance for the three years and a research budget (quite useful to buy hardware for experiments, plan trips to 
international conferences, etc.)". 
 
Ph-D Research at Okayama University -  "Improving Society safety and well-being by monitoring crowds 
flows..." 
 "My Ph-D work for three years is titled "Development of a socially aware crowd flow model and control of flow based on 
reinforcement learning”. It will be in line with my previous internship: investigating pedestrian motion and deriving improved 
crowd modelling. In particular further understanding the impact that social bindings have on crowds dynamics. Another field 
of study that I plan to contribute is the prediction of areas of congestion, given some real-life data (for instance using CCTV 
footage of an infrastructure, like a train station or an airport, detect or predict where are the risks of bottlenecks). I will also 
focus on the methods designed to prevent bottleneck formations. I plan to perform experiments (potentially using Virtual 
Reality devices) to evaluate methods to efficiently steer the crowd away 
from dense areas. Apart from preventing stampedes and injuries, this 
topic has become even more important in view of the recent COVID-19 
pandemic. Indeed, monitoring crowds density could help mitigating the 
propagation of airborne viruses with a limited impact on population 
social life. For instance, by suppressing lockdowns or infrastructure 
shutdowns". 
 
My daily life in Okayama - Practical features 
 "My 2018 internship provided me with my first real encounter with 
Japanese culture and lifestyle. Although I was completely unfamiliar 
with this country, I had great time and, in a way, I felt like I belonged 



here. There is something about how the time flows in Japan, about the seasonality of life, that really sounds with me. Being a 
nature lover, I really enjoy wandering in the countryside around Okayama and, of course, spending time at Korakuen, the 
beautiful Japanese garden (one of Three Great Gardens of Japan) of Okayama". 
"I always liked travelling, and there are plenty of opportunities to do so in Japan. From the small historical neighbourhood of 
Kurashiki (20 minutes by regular train from Okayama Station) to the illuminated nights of Osaka, there is a great deal to be 
discovered, and I have yet to explore a lot of it. Among all, I really want to go all the way up to the cold winters of Hokkaido, or, 
conversely, to the warm turquoise waters of Okinawa. And, of course, there is Japanese food. Too much to say about that topic 

alone, but it is safe to say that I am in love with it. 
Of course, I am not saying that everything is perfect in Japan. For instance, administrative process can 
be overwhelming, especially as most of the documents are in Japanese. This requires advanced skills 
in Japanese practise that I do not have. But going to Japan for more than tourism, living there and 
discovering how dramatically different the culture is from most of the western cultures is something 
that I strongly recommend to everyone". 
 
Plans of international professional career 
As of now, I would like to pursue my professional career in Japan. It is likely that my interest for Japan 
and its culture will not be satisfied in "only" 3 years. I have not decided yet between continuing to 
work in the academical environment, as a post-doc or research assistant, or going to the industrial 

world. The work life in Japan may seem a bit frightening when you hear about it (especially compared to France...) but I heard 
from several friends, working in more international companies across Japan, that they are happy of their working conditions. 
Whatever I decide, I know that solving complex problems with innovative solutions such as the ones I addressed in my former 
job and now in my Ph-D course will be at the core of it. My training at Ensimag involved applying computer science and 
mathematics to other disciplines (biology, physics, etc.) and this is definitely something that I wish to keep on doing. 
Finally, I think this interview has made clear how much I enjoy living in Japan. This pushes me to use my Japanese experience 
as an opportunity to strengthen the links between France and Japan, for instance by promoting the research quality in Japan 
to French students and encourage them to come and study in excellent conditions. And enjoy the Japanese way of life as well. 
Conversely, as a French student in Japan, I sometimes feel like a representative of my country and if I can excite the Japanese 
curiosity about France, I would be delighted. 

 

 
More details @  
- Official ExploraGyre web site : https://oceasciences.wixsite.com/oceasciences/projet 
- Grenoble INP : https://fondation-grenoble-inp.fr/nos-actions/exploragyre/ 
- Lyon : http://www.ens-lyon.fr/en/article/about-us/exploragyre-project 
- Introducing ExploraGyre: video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WF6fVdij-Js 
- Short documentary : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLNqF9fjVQU&t=1156s 
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ExploraGyre, c’est un projet tourné vers les défis de demain porté par 6 élèves 
de l’ENS, de l'INSA de Lyon et de l’Ensimag. La protection de 
l'environnement et plus précisément des écosystèmes marins est une 
problématique majeure de notre société. L'objet de notre étude sera la 
pollution micro-plastique et ses conséquences inquiétantes sur le monde 
aquatique. Au travers d’une étude pluridisciplinaire à différentes échelles, 
nous voulons faire face à l'alarmante crise de l’océan. Notre expédition est 
soutenue par une rigueur scientifique solide, une énergie débordante et la 
volonté de sensibiliser l'opinion publique. 

 
 

 


